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I. I NTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
With automation being a key factor to raising productivity
and efficiency in manufacturing and logistics, mobile robots
are finding their way into various industrial applications.
Examples include, but are not limited to, intralogistics such
as warehouse automation, autonomous work machines in
agriculture, and yard automation, where trucks are requested
to drive autonomously in fenced areas like maritime ports or
distribution centers.
When operating multiple robots in a shared workspace,
one fundamental problem is to coordinate the individual
motions to prevent mutual collisions. Once such coordinated
trajectories are found, the robots can efficiently share a given
area and not only increase efficiency and productivity, but
also enhance safety, as the majority of accidents arise from
human driving errors.
Planning coordinated motions of multiple agents avoiding
both static obstacles and mutual collisions in a composite
state space (in [1] referred to as centralized approach) is
known to be computationally intractable [2]. Path-velocitydecomposition as proposed by Kant and Zucker [3] allows
to reduce the problem complexity by first planning a path
around the static obstacles and then planning velocity profiles
avoiding other moving agents in a second step (decoupled
approach).
In contrast to recent research in the field of autonomous
driving ([4], [5]), this paper does not focus on independent
coordinated maneuvers with the scope of a few seconds
(e.g., overtaking, emergency braking) after which the robots
continue with normal operation until the next situation arises.
Instead, the aim is to efficiently schedule entire trajectories
from start to target in continuous operation.
The path planning problem can be considered as solved
even for robots with complex vehicle structures and multiple
steered axles as shown in graph search based algorithms
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Abstract—Prioritized planning is a widely used technique
to coordinate motions of multiple robots along fixed paths.
Velocity profiles are planned sequentially avoiding previously
computed trajectories represented as dynamic obstacles. To
derive these, the vehicle structures are usually approximated
with simple shapes, which fails for complex robots like automated truck-trailer combinations. A novel method to derive the
spatiotemporal conflict zones directly from arbitrarily complex
geometries swept along pre-planned paths is proposed and it
is shown that the resulting obstacles in the distance-time-space
allow velocity planning with precise space utilization and short
execution times.
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Fig. 1: Example situation in distance-time-space

like TruckTrix R presented in [6]. Once the paths and their
geometric intersections (conflict zones) are known, the problem of scheduling the robots can be solved with prioritized
planning [7]. While the first robot moves freely along its
path without considering other agents, subsequent tasks are
assigned a lower priority and must consider all previously
planned trajectories as dynamic obstacles. With the knowledge, where and when a collision would occur, the planner
calculates a collision-free velocity profile in a distance-timespace.
Determining where a conflict zone is located along the path
of a robot is straightforward for simple geometries, but gets
complicated for robots with complex vehicle structures like a
truck with one or more trailers. The commonly used concept
of growing the obstacles so that the moving object can be
shrunk to its reference point [8] fails particularly for such
long, articulated vehicles. Other approaches like calculating
the bounding segments of subpaths between conflict zones
[9] could possibly be extended to conquer the latter but tend
to get very complex and computationally expensive. Thus,
a novel approach to tracking the spatiotemporal progression
of the exact areas occupied by a robot along its path in a
discretized grid map is proposed in this paper.
In the following, the concept of dynamic obstacles in a
distance-time-space is explained in detail. Then, challenges
arising for complex vehicle structures and how to overcome
them with the presented new methodology are pointed out
in Section II and III. In Section IV an adapted algorithm for
planning a collision-free velocity profile in the distance-timespace is presented.

II. P ROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Preliminaries
A variety of path planning algorithms exist which will not
be discussed in detail here. A comprehensive overview can be
found in [10]. To compute the path for a complex robot such
as a truck with various trailers, the TruckTrix algorithm [6] is
used over the course of this research. Given a static obstacle
map and the geometric dimensions and kinematics of all
vehicles, it returns a list of discrete steps including position,
orientation and steering angles for all axles.
As the name implies, velocity planning in distance-timespace requires a vector of distances along the pre-planned
path and returns a time vector of the same size according to
the calculated velocity profile. Depending on the output of
the path planner, the distance vector can be constructed with
constant step lengths between the samples as in the presented
case or using Euclidean distances between the coordinates
forming the path.
Further, it is assumed that the prioritization scheme for
the robots is implicitly given by the subsequent assignment
of tasks.
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Fig. 2: Crucial steps at conflict zones

(a) Example truck-trailer combination (Source: HeavyGoods.net)

B. The distance-time-space
The distance-time-space of a robot can be visualized in a
so-called distance-time-diagram (s-t-diagram). From an egoperspective of the respective robot, one axis denotes at which
distance along its own path a collision could occur. Using
the known velocity profiles of all higher priority trajectories,
another axis measures the temporal distance to the conflict
zones. A velocity profile avoiding the dynamic obstacles
representing higher priority agents can then be obtained using
linear programming or graph based search methods as further
described in Section IV.
Figure 1 shows an example where robot b has to avoid
robot a. The lower left edge of the obstacle (t(sa,i ), sb,i )
denotes where both robots are about to enter the shared
conflict zone, at (t(sa,f ), sb,f ) both have left the conflict
zone. Note that at (t(sa,i+l ), sb,i ) , robot a moved far enough
away from the edge of the conflict zone that robot b can
already follow as shown in Figure 1b. Hence, the conflict
zone is not blocked entirely if long shared path segments
occur.
C. Conflict zones
In order to coordinate the motions of multiple agents,
areas used by more than one robot need to be identified. For
each pair of potentially conflicting robots, this is achieved
by superposing the swept areas of the robots moving along
their paths. Once the conflict zones are known, the distances
at which a robot enters and exits a conflict zone along its path
need to be calculated considering the robot’s dimensions.
As the path consists of discrete steps, the goal is to find
those steps where any part of the robot lies in the conflict
zone for the first and for the last time.
Since a conflict can arise from overhanging parts of the
robot, the reference point itself is not necessarily covered
by the conflict zone as shown in the example in Figure 2a.
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(b) Vehicle polygons derived from robot geometry and kinematics

Fig. 3: Geometric structure of a robot (entire combination)
consisting of multiple vehicles (truck and trailer)

Thus, checking whether step positions lie in the conflict zone
or whether linear connecting segments intersect with their
boundaries is insufficient.
To overcome this problem, one could grow the conflict
zones so that the moving objects can be shrunk to the
reference points in analogy to [8]. As shown in Figure 2b,
this works well for circular robots where the conflict zones
are grown by the robots radii and thus cover all crucial step
coordinates. For more complex vehicle structures, a growth
factor reliably covering all areas swept when off-tracking in
curved segments is not as straightforward to determine and
can generally get very large. For instance, the truck-trailer
combination in Figure 3a could be approximated with a large
circle around the rear joint PRJ0 covering the entire geometry.
As a result, the dynamic obstacles for the distance-timespace-planning are over-sized, which leads to significantly
less optimal solutions.
Alternative approaches include taking into account the
Euclidean distances between the conflict zone and the step
coordinates. However, it remains unsolved which point in
the conflict zone to consider for comparison. Further, this
methodology may fail for situations, where a conflict zone
arose from overhanging parts off-tracking in a curved segment and the robot passes the same area on a straight
path segment before or afterwards. It could then happen

interpolating between the steps (linearly, using splines or considering the kinematic model) or introducing safety margins,
e.g., by dilating the calculated areas.
For each pair of potentially conflicting robots, temporarily
denoted as robot a and robot b, a binary conflict zone matrix
C ∈ {0, 1}M ×N is obtained from the Hadamard product of
OA and OB (corresponds to a logical AND operation):
C = OA ◦ OB = (oA )i,j · (oB )i,j

(1)

B. Spatiotemporal occupancy
Fig. 4: Swept area/trace (black) of a vehicle combination
(red) compared to the area covered by a swept circle (gray)

that reference points at which the robot was actually not
in conflict are considered crucial as the distance is smaller.
If the actually relevant steps are neglected, an uncontrolled
collision could occur.
III. A PPROACH
To overcome the issues indicated in II-C, the exact occupied areas can be identified according to the vehicle
geometries and checked for interference with the conflict
zones in each step. As this is computationally expensive, it
is desirable to perform the calculations once per robot rather
than within every step of the velocity planning algorithm.
A. Geometric occupancy and conflict zones
A shared workspace geometrically covering all individual
paths is defined and discretized in M × N cells of predefined
width and height. For simplicity, a rectangular shape is
assumed – without loss of generality, as any arbitrary shape
can be represented in a zero-padded rectangle. For each robot,
a binary occupancy grid map O ∈ {0, 1}M ×N with elements
(o)i,j ∈ {0, 1} is created. This approach originates from
common practice in digital image processing, where each
of the M × N discrete points represents a pixel of an image.
For all steps k = {1, . . . , L} along the pre-computed
path, the cells covered by the robot in step k are set to 1.
This is straightforward for point-like and for circular robots,
where the coordinates of each step along the path (x, y)k
are mapped to the occupancy map and the latter is dilated
by the robot’s radius, if applicable. For car-like robots with
rectangular box shape or more complex vehicle structures like
a truck with one or more trailers, the actual swept area can
differ significantly from the area covered by the path dilated
by the robots’ width as depicted in Figure 4. Therefore, it
should rather be approximated by constructing all vehicle
polygons of the robot using the absolute position PFA and
the orientation of the first vehicle and all relative positions
and orientations for the subsequent parts at step k as shown
in Figure 3b. In image processing terminology, this operation
corresponds to fill-drawing the occupied area on the grid map.
Care should be taken when choosing a grid resolution
higher than the sampling distance of the path. Not all cells
covered in the continuous movement of the robot are then
marked as such in the discrete calculation. Solutions include

To track the occupancy throughout all steps, the concept
of binary grid matrices is extended with the information
when a given cell is occupied: Õ ∈ {0, 1}M ×N ×L with elements (õ)i,j,k ∈ {0, 1}. Rather than mapping the occupancy
throughout all steps to a two-dimensional matrix, each layer
of Õ stores the occupancy in step k.
C. Condensed entrance and exit matrices
In order to transform the spatiotemporal occupancy to
the distance-time-space of a robot and visualize it as s-tobstacles, the relevant information on entrance and exit of
conflict zones can be condensed as follows:
The occupancy for each step k is calculated in a temporary
matrix Ok ∈ {0, 1}M ×N . A matrix Oi ∈ NM ×N is defined
to store the step index where the robot enters a given cell
for the first time, while another matrix Of ∈ NM ×N stores
where it occupies the cell for the last time. The elements of
both matrices are initialized with 0.
All exit map cells occupied by the polygon configuration
in step k are then set to k. The same applies for the entrance
map matrix, but only for fields which are still equal to the
initialization value 0, i.e. which have not yet been occupied:
(oi )i,j = k | (ok )i,j = 1 ∧ (oi )i,j = 0

(2)

(of )i,j = k | (ok )i,j = 1

(3)

The following matrices
moving by one cell:
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Note that with this approach, a conflict zone cell is blocked
by a robot from the very first to the very last occupancy. Thus,
it is only feasible if it can be ensured that the path returned
from the upstream path planner does not cover a cell twice
or more in large temporal distance (e.g. driving a loop).
D. Derivation of s-t-obstacles
Dynamic obstacles in the distance-time-space (s-tobstacles) can now be derived directly from the calculated
matrices:
The conflict zone matrix C is decomposed in p diagonally
connected regions to handle multiple interferences of the
paths of one conflicting robot pair. For each region, the
position of non-zero elements in the matrix is used to index

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to generate s-t-obstacles
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Fig. 5: s-t-obstacle constructed from swept geometries
the entrance matrix OA,i resulting in a set of step indices Ai .
The step indices Af , Bi and Bf are found likewise.
Evaluating the time values of the higher priority robots’
trajectory ta (k) at k ∈ Ai and the lower priority robots’
distance values sb (k) at k ∈ Bi yields (t, s)-coordinates
forming the lower left corner of an obstacle (×). The set
contains (t(sa,i ), sb,i ) where both robots enter the conflict
zone as pointed out in Section II.
The upper right corner including (t(sa,f ), sb,f ) is formed
by evaluating ta (k) at k ∈ Af and sb (k) at k ∈ Bf ().
Intermediate coordinates (◦, M) originate from ta (k) at
k ∈ Ai and sb (k) at k ∈ Bf and vice versa from ta (k) at
k ∈ Af and sb (k) at k ∈ Bi respectively. Eventually, an
obstacle of the expected form is obtained by calculating the
convex hull containing all points of the four sets as shown in
Figure 5. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure in pseudocode.
As all existing tasks are potentially conflicting with a
newly assigned task, the procedure is repeated to obtain the
dynamic obstacles of all higher priority trajectories. When
saved sequentially, the conflict matrices for the permutation
of all conflict partners (a, b) are enumerated with n =
a2 +a
− (a − b) as depicted in Table I:
2
TABLE I: Example to enumerate mutual interference of 4
robots
a\b

0

1

2

3

0
1
2
3
4

0
1
3
6

2
4
7

5
8

9

Upon implementation in high-level programming languages, the occupancy information can be saved in a combined grid holding advanced data structures.
IV. V ELOCITY PROFILE PLANNING
To plan a velocity profile around the dynamic obstacles
in the distance-time-space, a state space hs, vi for the robot
is considered which is discretized with small time steps ∆t
as proposed by Fraichard [11]. Allowed transitions between
the states are restricted to maximum acceleration, maximum

Input: previous tasks tasks, new task b
Output: obstacles in s-t-diagram for new task
Initialization
1: b.entrance, b.exit = zeros(M , N )
Sweep geometry for all steps
2: for step in b.steps do
3:
b.exit[step.covered area] = step.id
4:
untouched = (b.exit[step.covered area]!=0)
5:
b.entrance[untouched] = step.id
6: end for
Loop through all previous tasks
7: for a in tasks do
8:
conflictzones = (a.entrance!=0) AND (b.entrance!=0)
Loop through all conflict zones
9:
for zone in conflictzones do
10:
coords.append(a.t[entrance[zone]],
b.s[entrance[zone]])
11:
coords.append(a.t[exit[zone]], b.s[exit[zone]])
12:
coords.append(a.t[entrance[zone]], b.s[exit[zone]])
13:
coords.append(a.t[exit[zone]], b.s[entrance[zone]])
14:
b.obstacles.append(convex hull(coords))
15:
end for
16: end for
17: return b.obstacles

deceleration or maintaining the current velocity with zero
acceleration, which leads to a grid with ∆v = amax ∆t and
∆s = 21 amax ∆t2 [12]:
a∈ {−amax , 0, amax }

(4)

v(t + ∆t)= v(t) + a∆t

(5)
1
2
s(t + ∆t)= s(t) + v(t)∆t + a∆t
(6)
2
Thus, from a given state hs, vi, the following states can be
reached:
v
with amax : hs + (2
+ 1)∆s, v + ∆vi
(7)
∆v
v
with a = 0 : hs + 2
∆s, vi
(8)
∆v
v
with − amax :hs + (2
− 1)∆s, v − ∆vi
(9)
∆v
A. Prioritized breadth-first search
As presented by van den Berg and Overmars [12], the grid
can be searched for collision-free combinations connecting
start and target configurations using a prioritized breadthfirst search. Starting from h0, 0i, all possible transitions
are explored in descending preference favoring maximum
acceleration over zero acceleration or deceleration. First,
states with v > vmax and v < 0 are rejected.
It is important to mention that this does not prevent the
robot from driving backwards if it is intended in the path, as
v is metered along the monotonically increasing distance s
along the path regardless of the driving direction.
Next, it is checked whether the new state is covered by
the convex hull of any potential collision partner which was

Algorithm 2 Prioritized breadth-first search in distance-timespace
Input: previous tasks tasks, new task b
Output: collision-free velocity profile for new task
1: stack.append(hs = 0, v = 0, t = 0i)
2: while stack not empty do
3:
current = stack.pop()
4:
if v > vmax then
5:
continue
6:
end if
7:
if v < 0 then
8:
break to hs, 0, ti
9:
end if
10:
for all collision partners do
11:
for all s-t-obstacles with collision partner do
12:
if hs, v, ti in obstacle then
13:
continue
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
end for
17:
if s > send then
18:
return backtracking(hs, v, ti)
19:
end if
20:
stack.append(decelerate)
21:
stack.append(maintain velocity)
22:
stack.append(accelerate)
23: end while
1) Stopping at target: In normal operation, the robots
should start their missions with v = 0 and eventually reach
their target in complete standstill. The first requirement is
fulfilled by simply initializing the first state with v = 0.
To slow down at the end and reach s = send with v = 0,
the graph search algorithm needs to be extended as follows:
it is checked whether s is greater than send − ∆s in every
loop iteration. Once triggered, the condition forces the search
algorithm to recursively explore states with reduced velocities
– the same way as when colliding with obstacles – until
v < ∆v. It is then safe to append a final step to state
hs = send , v = 0i.
The final velocity profile is obtained by linking all states
using their backpointer.
2) Reversing maneuvers: In order to reach a position in a
desired orientation, it may be necessary for the robot to drive
backwards. A common example is parking a truck’s trailer
at a cargo loading gate. TruckTrix is capable of planning
paths including such reversing segments. In the distancetime-space, moving from one step to the next is considered
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derived in Section III-D. Upon rejection, a less preferable
transition is explored. Otherwise, the current state is updated
including a backlink reference to the previous state. If all
transitions fail, the algorithm recursively steps back and
explores all unvisited transitions from the previous state.
Algorithm 2 shows the overall procedure in pseudocode. With
the continue statement, the rest of the code inside a loop is
skipped and the algorithm proceeds with the next iteration.
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Fig. 7: Coordinated velocity profiles for two robots

following the path and the distance vector is monotonically
increasing regardless of the driving direction. Therefore –
apart from different maximum speed and acceleration values,
if applicable – the procedure of planning the velocity profile
remains basically the same. However, it is necessary to ensure
that the robot stops to complete standstill at each turning
point. The graph search then resumes normally allowing the
robot to accelerate along the path again, but in opposite
direction.
V. R ESULTS
Figure 6 shows an example where a prioritized trucktrailer combination a moves freely from west to south east
with the velocity profile shown in Figure 7a. The velocity
profile calculated for another agent b, sharing a part of the
track before performing a reversing maneuver, is shown in
Figure 7b. All states explored by the graph search algorithm
are plotted in the respective color in the background. It is
clearly visible that robot b waits at the entrance of the conflict
zone before following robot a. Further, at sb,rev , it stops to
complete standstill in order to reverse.
VI. S YSTEM INTEGRATION
The algorithm can be integrated in a toolchain to execute coordinated maneuvers upon user requests like in the
AutoTruck project funded by the German Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy, where trucks drive autonomously on fenced areas like distribution centers. All
robots are registered in a central control unit and individual
tasks can be assigned providing a starting time as well as a
start and a target configuration, e.g., using a web interface.
First, a path avoiding static obstacles is planned by an
algorithm like TruckTrix. The resulting list of steps and
the information about the vehicle structures and kinematics
serve as input for the algorithm described in this paper. To
transfer data between the services and planners, a database
holding intermediate results serialized as JSON strings can be

used. The coordinated trajectory is then passed to the robot
and executed using either a combination of a path tracking
controller like the one presented in [13] and a longitudinal
(speed) controller to match the requested velocity profile
or using a combined controller like the one presented by
Kanayama et al. [14]. Minor deviations from the planned
trajectory, e.g., due to errors in the calculation of the distance
vector in curved segments, are compensated in the control
loop as well. While the communication between the central
planning software and the robots could be implemented with
frameworks such as Robot Operating System (ROS) [15], the
control algorithms are likely to be implemented on dedicated
electronic control units for reliable real-time operation. This
also allows to integrate low-level emergency stop systems relying on robust, short-range environment perception sensors.
VII. L IMITATIONS
The presented approach requires all robots to share the
same workspace definition in order to determine geometric
intersections, which is usually reasonable for shared areas
where coordinated multi-robot trajectory planning is needed.
In scenarios where multiple workspaces are spread far apart
but movements still need to be coordinated e.g. for commuting traffic between them, one could think of separate planners
with handover management.
The total execution time for a task is not known a priori but
determined at the end of the velocity planning as it depends
on the configuration space varying with the starting time.
Therefore, requests to reach the target at a given time can
only be realized based on approximations.
As comprehensively discussed in [16], the infrastructure
in which the robots move has to be well-formed. That is,
robots parking at start and destination positions shall not
hinder other robots moving along their paths, as they would
endlessly wait for clearance.
When the prioritization is not implicitly given by the
subsequent assignment of tasks, methods to find good priority
sequences are needed.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Using the presented approach, coordinated velocity profiles
can be found for robots with arbitrarily complex vehicle
structures moving along fixed paths. Challenges arising when
using geometric approximations are overcome by analyzing
the precise spatiotemporal progression of areas occupied by
the robots in a discretized workspace representation. As a
result, the available area is utilized to the maximum extent
and total execution times are reduced to the minimum within
the limits of prioritized planning.
The approach can not only be used for planning motions
in a two-dimensional plane. By considering swept volumes
instead of swept areas, it can be extended for trajectory
planning in three dimensions. Conflicts between robots then
form conflict volumes holding spatiotemporal information,
which can be condensed to knowledge on entrance and exit
along the fixed paths.
In real-world applications, disturbances in the exact execution of the planned motions are likely, e.g., due to collision

avoidance stops with passive agents (humans, non-automated
traffic). Especially for high priority robots, a deviation from
the planned trajectory can quickly affect others and leave
the system prone to deadlocks. Thus, methods to handle
interruptions with minimal impact on other planned tasks are
needed and are a key focus of upcoming research.
The graph search algorithm to find suitable velocity profiles can be further optimized for enhanced performance. For
comfort and energy saving purposes, less extreme acceleration values and velocities adapted to the curvature could be
considered.
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